
 Condeco 
 Desk Booking 
Screens.
The simpler, clearer way to manage  
and reserve flexible workspace.

Enhance your flexible workspace with our intuitive  
desk booking screens for desks. With simple touch-in, 
touch-out reservation functionality, our desk booking 
screens offer you a smarter way to manage your  
flexible workspace.

Free or busy – at a glance
The super-clear 3” touchscreen shows who is working  
in a space and for how long. It means no one starts the 
day off on the wrong foot and can get straight to work 
as soon as they arrive at their booked workspace.

Release unused space
If users don’t check in on the device, the desk can be 
released for others to book, helping you reduce space 
wasted on bookings where no one turns up.

Friction-free working
The screen works effortlessly with our desk  
booking software and mobile app, creating an  
effortless experience.
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 Key Features.
Touch to book
The screen has a simple and straightforward user 
experience that has virtually no learning curve. Just 
touch in and out with your RFID enabled access card.

Free or busy – at a glance
A clearly visible ring LED status light makes finding  
and booking an available desk quick and easy. Plus,  
the 3” touchscreen shows who is working there, and  
for how long so there’s never any confusion.

Use the unused space
If users don’t check in on the device, the desk can  
be released for others to book, helping you reduce 
space wasted on bookings where no one turns up.

Frictionless flexibility
The screen works seamlessly with our desk booking 
software and mobile app, creating an effortless 
experience for your flexible workspace.

Simple touch in, touch out 
Simply touch the screen with your RFID access card to 
make or start a booking and touch out when you leave.

Highly visible ring LED lights
Easily see which spaces are available (green),  
awaiting check-in (amber), or booked (red) with  
visible LED status lights.

Color LCD touch screen
A high-resolution touch screen supplies excellent 
visibility from a wide viewing angle, showing the  
desk number and the name of the person who has 
booked the space. 

Versatile mounting options 
Desk edge, wall or desk partition – the desk screen  
has three flexible mounting options to support a range 
of workspaces, such as desks, cubicles or offices. 

Easy deployment
Each screen is powered using a provided USB-C cable 
and programmed via a mobile app in a few simple steps.

Manage and monitor 
All your screens can be managed from a cloud-based 
dashboard that includes usage statistics, device health 
monitoring with remote restart and automatic  
software updates.

Instant visibility of  
available space.
Our desk booking screens provide an intuitive  
solution to finding and reserving workspaces. They  
are designed to keep the workspace flowing and  
your workforce productive. 

Each screen comes with a ring LED status light, which 
clearly indicates if a space is busy or available. The  
built-in RFID access card reader makes it simple to 
touch-in and touch-out for each booking. From desks  
to breakout areas, the screens can be mounted across 
your office to create a simple user experience for your 
flexible workspace that meets everyone’s needs.
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Learn more and watch a video on our solution at  
www.condecosoftware.com/products/desk-booking/desk-booking-screens
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